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Authenticity 2007 the authors list the five factors that most directly influence customer
perceptions the operational essence of the enterprise the nature of its offerings the effects of
the organization s heritage its sense of purpose and its demonstrable body of values
The Truth about what Customers Really Want 2009-01-01 describes 50 crucial facts and
insights one must know to successfully attract and keep profitable customers including how
changing gender roles are impacting marketing how to shape your brand s personality market
by lifestyle building brand communities and consumer tribes and how to generate low cost buzz
via guerrilla and viral marketing
The Naked Consumer Today 2002 modern market research has made significant progress in
pushing the envelope of analytical models of consumer behavior but common and highly visible
marketing failures indicate that something is missing in this approach long term success in
marketing requires an actionable understanding of consumer motivations this book details
censydiam s the center for systematic diagnostics in marketing insights into these matters
ranging from the importance of the unconscious in consumer decision making to the effective
use of a universally applicable psychological model that can yield country specific results it is
true that we live in a very quantitative age academics are more inclined to bemoan the lack of
numerical literacy among our citizens than to advocate a better understanding of human nature
in terms of market research this means that many studies leap to quantification too quickly
people s motivations are not so easily put into an analytical black box quantification is ultimately
necessary but it is critical to understand the correct questions to ask before we attempt to
become precise about consumers buying dynamics
Summary: What Customers Really Want 2014-10-14 the must read summary of scott mckain s
book what customers really want how to bridge the gap between what your organization offers
and what your clients crave this complete summary of the ideas from scott mckain s book what
customers really want shows that there is a fundamental disconnection between what
customers really want and what businesses currently offer customers want a personal
connection with the people and the organisations they do business with so that the outcome is a
compelling experience rather than a mere transaction in his book the author explores six major
areas in which this business to consumer disconnection frequently occurs and how you can
bridge the gap this summary is a must read for any business owner who wants to ensure that
customers form a connection with the company and come back again and again added value of
this summary save time understand key concepts expand your knowledge to learn more read
what customers really want and discover the key to connecting with your customers and
providing a great customer experience
A new era of Value Selling 2019-04-10 with this book thomas menthe provides new insights
into the era of value selling which has been the number 1 method in selling complex products
and services today customers are expecting more while paying less and the value of your offer
is defined by the customer not by the seller data is the new oil the new digital age allows
different ways with technology like machine learning to better analyze customer journeys get
insights predict behaviors and personalize communication to improve customer retention
digitalization will change the buying behavior much more towards e commerce and self service
consultation with the support of sales robots value can be created from data which needs to be
structured analyzed and used for the individual customer engagement does this mean the end
of the sales representative and solution sales value is not based solely on product dimensions



much more emotional value created counts during the decision making process the new era of
value selling explains how value can be made tangible by the value quotient and ways to
generate rational and emotional roi for customers through story telling and relationship benefits
value is always first on the buyer s mind and the new value selling concept will dramatically
improve your business and show how to respond to the customer of tomorrow thomas menthe
mba is a sales expert experienced seller recognized speaker and author of many publications
about customer value new ways of selling selling strategy leadership and coaching his best
selling book kundennutzen has sold thousands of copies and others are available in their 4th
edition he served global companies like bearing point canon carlsberg cisco systems global
knowledge kws microsoft rim xerox and others
The naked consumer today or an overview of why consumers really buy things, and what this
means for marketing. (second revised edition) 2003 customers demystified how you can move
them to buy buy more and keep on buying the truth about what customers really want think and
feel the truth about keeping current customers happy and loyal the truth about the newest
trends and advances in consumer behavior simply the best thinking the truth and nothing but
the truth this book reveals 50 bite size easy to use techniques for finding and keeping highly
profitable customers michael solomon s the truth about what customers want contains great
insights into consumer behavior and is a must have tool for anyone working in a consumer
driven field his 50 truths take the guesswork out of marketing intelligence and give insight into
navigating today s technology driven world tim dunphy senior marketing manager consumer
insights black decker
The Truth About What Customers Want 2008-10-16 a vice chairman of a rapidly growing 100
million organization explains how client loyalty is the connection created by organizations
through the use of good service a good product and a good price along with personalization
differentiation and emotion
What Customers Really Want 2006-10 going against conventional marketing wisdom absolute
value reveals what really influences customers today and offers a new framework the influence
mix a totally new way of thinking about consumer decision making and marketing and about
developing more effective business strategies how people buy things has changed profoundly
yet the fundamental thinking about consumer decision making and marketing has not most
marketers still believe that they can shape consumers perception and drive their behavior in this
provocative book stanford professor itamar simonson and bestselling author emanuel rosen
show why current mantras are losing their relevance when consumers base their decisions on
reviews from other users easily accessed expert opinions price comparison apps and other
emerging technologies everything changes absolute value answers the pressing questions of
how to influence customers in this new age simonson and rosen point out the old school
marketing concepts that need to change and explain how a company should design its
communication strategy market research program and segmentation strategy in the new
environment filled with deep analysis case studies and cutting edge research this forward
looking book provides a totally new way of thinking about marketing
Absolute Value 2014-02-04 take a tour through the mind of a shopper what s my test of a book i
ve been asked to review pure selfishness how intense are the underlinings how many quotes
can i add to my presentations how often are the things i believe for sure effectively challenged
phil lempert s being the shopper is off the charts on all three counts and not so incidentally



though phil is a supermarket guru this book will inform anyone who markets anything tom
peters coauthor in search of excellence being the shopper is gourmet reading a delicious and
healthy resource for the smart shopper and forward thinking marketer set your taste buds for
lempert s cutting edge insights and pragmatic advice on the one experience we all share chip
bell author customer love and customers as partners phil lempert convinces me i m something
called a consumer it seems i m obtuse savvy sensual and picky and that my dynamics and
demographics are constantly changing so if you want me to buy something you ought to try and
understand me reading being the shopper seems to me a real good place to start barry gibbons
former chairman ceo of burger king author and entrepreneur rarely do you come across a book
that s as meaningful to students and 25 year marketers alike being the shopper delivers to both
audiences by enlightening the reader on how to approach critical issues if you want to succeed
in today s incredibly demanding environment it s easy to talk about listening to the voice of your
customer but mr lempert provides a refreshing guide as to how you really can do it brian perkins
worldwide chairman consumer pharmaceuticals and nutritionals group johnson johnson is there
anything more american than choice we expect it we demand it we revel in it phil lempert
understands what your customers really want and how you can help them find it steve rivkin
president rivkin associates coauthor ideawise and differentiate or die
Being the Shopper 2002-10-15 true influence top 25 b2b must read books of 2017 selected by
oracle marketing cloud as a top 15 marketing book for 2016 linkedin marketing solutions 25
must read marketing books in 2017 mashable best new marketing books to read in 2017 think
you know your customers think again the best companies in the world discover what their
customers desire and then deliver it in memorable and deeply human experiences how well do
you know your customers what customers crave examines how the hyper connected economy is
radically changing consumer expectations and reveals what companies need to do to stay on
top the solution rests on two simple questions what do your customers love what do they hate
find the answers and you re well on your way to success jam packed with tools and examples
what customers crave helps you reinvent how you engage with customers both digitally and non
digitally and gain invaluable insights into who they are and what they care about use listening
posts and contact point innovation to refine customer types engineer experiences for each
micromarket that are not only exceptional but insanely relevant connect across the five most
important touchpoints co create with your customers and much more when you learn to provide
your customers with exactly what they want they not only buy they come back again and again
and bring their friends
What Customers Crave 2016-10-06 no one in america has done more observing of more people
than dr frank i luntz from bill o reilly to bill maher america s leading pundits prognosticators and
ceos turn to luntz to explain the present and to predict the future with all the upheavals of
recent events the plans and priorities of the american people have undergone a seismic shift
businesses everywhere are trying to market products and services during this turbulent time but
only one man really understands the needs and desires of the new america from restaurant
booths to voting booths luntz has watched and assessed our private habits our public interests
and our hopes and fears what are the five things americans want the most what do they really
want in their daily lives in their jobs from their government for their families and how does
understanding what americans want allow businesses to thrive luntz disassembles the
preconceived notions we have about one another and lays all the pieces of the american



condition out in front of us openly and honestly then puts the pieces back together in a way that
reflects the society in which we live what americans really want really is a real if sometimes
scary discussion of americans secret hopes fears wants and needs the research in this book
represents a decade of face to face interviews with twenty five thousand people and telephone
polls with one million more as well as the exclusive first ever what americans really want survey
what luntz offers is a glimpse into the american psyche along with analysis that will rock
assumptions and right business judgment he proves that success in virtually any profession
demands that we either understand what americans really want or suffer the consequences
praise for frank luntz when frank luntz invites you to talk to his focus group you talk to his focus
group president barack obama spoken on june 28 2007 to a pbs sponsored focus group following
the democratic presidential debate at howard university frank luntz understands the american
people better than anyone i know newt gingrich former speaker of the house the nostradamus of
pollsters sir david frost america s top companies listen to frank luntz because he understands
what customers want and what employees think he has a keen sense of the american psyche
and an outstanding command of language that empowers and persuades thomas j donohue
president ceo u s chamber of commerce
What Do Your Customers Really Want? 1993 presents consumer research across both
positivist and interpretivist methods this title deals with such topics as organic food consumption
luxury goods consumption by chinese consumers country of manufacture effects on product
quality perceptions and the nature and effects of cool consumption
What Americans Really Want...Really 2009-09-15 the fuzzy front end gets demystified in this
next generation user research guide the first phase of the design thinking process is arguably
the most crucial as this is when human insights are leveraged to define value for customers yet
this so called empathize phase is often deemed optional or is executed poorly this degrades the
entire innovation process that follows by permitting preexisting biases and guesswork that make
value creation a precarious bet in user experience research discover what customers really want
a human factors psychologist and an industrial designer have devised a foolproof first phase
that addresses the shortcomings of the design thinking process based on their forty years of
generative research experience in multiple industries this is the definitive guide to user
experience research this repeatable approach is grounded in six key principles that connects
users desired emotional states to an actionable articulation of an experience it also provides
guidance on creating ideal experience frameworks that communicate clearly with all
stakeholders from business leaders to design practitioners user experience research discover
what customers really want is an indispensable fully illustrated step by step manual for anyone
seeking a more predictable pathway to the design of new or improved experiences that users
truly desire and would find valuable
What Customers Really Want 2005 the motivations customers act on are seldom logical
predictable or even conscious instead their strongest responses stem from one source emotion
it s a deceptively simple reality but it permanently changes the way organizations must go
about understanding their customers why customers really buy introduces emotional trigger
research a revolutionary new approach that uncovers the core unfiltered and spontaneous
triggers that drive customer sales traditional market research is outmoded and
counterproductive because old methods measure rather than inform they generate predictable
answers that confirm preconceived assumptions emotional trigger research is a powerfully



different method that gets to the heart of what companies need to know based on an indirect
approach that features provocative questions insightful listening and in depth conversations the
results are more spontaneous and enlightening this book equips sales and marketing
professionals with the keys to solving the mystery of how customer decisions are really made
twelve real world case studies illustrating how emotional trigger research solved many of the
most pressing sales marketing challenges companies confront twelve universal sales marketing
lessons revealed through emotional trigger research and how to apply those lessons to diverse
industries why customers really buy reveals how customers emotionally connect with a product
or service and goes to the very root of how to craft winning solutions to reach them
Research in Consumer Behavior 2010-12-06 the ultimate guide to customer satisfaction from
the people who understand it better than anyone for nearly forty years j d power and associates
has been synonymous with measuring customer satisfaction and helping businesses understand
what customers really want now two of the company s senior executives chris denove and james
d power iv unlock the vault on decades of closely guarded research data and insights previously
available only to the firm s clients this is the first book that really explains how great companies
like lexus ups jetblue and enterprise rent a car get it right delivering consistently high customer
satisfaction and translating it into profitable growth it will teach you for instance how to
understand the financial link between satisfaction and profits turn customers who are simply
satisfied into vocal advocates empower frontline employees to do the right thing use problem
resolution as an opportunity to make new fans satisfaction offers advice for companies large or
small for product manufacturers service providers and retailers alike it delivers not just a
stockpile of customer research but a road map to developing specific policies and processes it
also tells fascinating stories of companies that don t just talk the talk but walk the walk every
day and of other companies that ignored the voice of the customer with dire consequences
User Experience Research 2022-05-10 in the post socialist countries the subject of
consumption has not received sufficient attention from the perspective of consumer culture
theory the opinion has long prevailed among the majority of social scientists from this region
that consumer society and consumptive behaviour is a socially destructive phenomenon and one
of the main causes of problems in contemporary society this impression has prevented them
from scrutinizing the symbolic dimension of consumption and led them to a critical analysis of
the social causes and environmental consequences of excessive consumption the examination
of symbolic aspects of consumer culture or the mutual interaction of culture and marketing
communication for example have remained outside the realm of academic interest the absence
of comprehensive academic interest in the topic of consumer culture does not however mean
that consumer culture is not a subject of research such research instead takes place outside of
the sphere of the university in the commercial sector and is primarily focused on issues of how
to successfully sell products and services due to competitive concerns commercial research into
consumer culture has led to the privatization of its results which runs contrary to the ideal of
science as an open and critical project the goal of this book is to create a counterbalance to this
science in the shadows and overcome the mutual distrust between the academic and
commercial spheres and make possible the transfer of recent discoveries between the two
parties this publication is dedicated to the exploration of three areas of consumer culture
research on consumer culture and consumer behaviour in post socialist countries especially in
the czech republic new developments in the theory of consumer culture and innovative



methodological approaches to its research and finally to recent criticism of consumer culture
and consumerism it emerged from the collaboration of a team of authors made up of leading
european researchers in the field of consumer culture such as kate soper london metropolitan
university franz liebl berlin university of the arts and rainer gries university of vienna as well as
promising young scholars from the czech republic great britain sweden serbia poland and
portugal this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of sociology cultural studies
marketing and market research
Why Customers Really Buy 2009-01-01 consumer culture and society offers an introduction
to the study of consumerism and consumption from a sociological perspective author wendy
wiedenhoft murphy examines what we buy how and where we consume the meanings attached
to the things we purchase and the social forces that enable and constrain consumer behavior
opening chapters provide a theoretical overview and history of consumer society and featured
case studies look at mass consumption in familiar contexts such as tourism food and higher
education the book explores ethical and political concerns including consumer activism
indebtedness alternative forms of consumption and dilemmas surrounding the globalization of
consumer culture
Satisfaction 2007-06-26 evidence taken before sub committee g social policy and consumer
affairs
Third in Series on Effect of Federal Tax Laws on the Production, Supply, and Conservation of
Energy 2001 ベストセラーを連発するサイエンスライターが解説する 最新研究のエビデンスに基づく 本能を撃ち抜く 進化論マーケティング の実践書 なぜ 世界中の
マーケターが ヒトが持つ本能 に注目するのか それは 消費者理解が人間の本能と行動の関係性を解明することだからです 力を注いだ商品が売れない 自分のコンテンツが広まらな
い 職場で一目置かれる結果を出したい そんな悩みを抱えている方は多いでしょう あらゆる人にビジネスと自己表現の場が開かれた現代では 経営者やアーティストだけでなく ど
んな一般人でも コンテンツを広める や 自分を売り出す といった行為とは無縁ではいられません 同じような内容なのに特定の商品だけが広まる理由とは 人によって欲しいものが
大きく違うのはなぜか そもそも人間の欲望はどこから発生するのか ヒトの欲望とはどのようなものか を調べ抜き その答えをマーケティングに活かす試みが 進化論マーケティン
グ です 株式会社すばる舎
New Perspectives on Consumer Culture Theory and Research 2013-02-21 authenticity in
culture self and society addresses the problems surrounding the concept of authenticity by
offering its first sociological analysis compiled by a team of experts from a variety of disciplinary
backgrounds it provides readers with a survey of original empirical studies focused on its
experience negotiation and social relevance at the levels of self culture and specific social
settings
Improving Credit Card Consumer Protection 2007 the ultimate resource for marketing
professionals today s marketers are challenged to create vibrant interactive communities of
consumers who make products and brands a part of their daily lives in a dynamic world
marketing in its 9th australian edition continues to be the authoritative principles of marketing
resource delivering holistic relevant cutting edge content in new and exciting ways kotler
delivers the theory that will form the cornerstone of your marketing studies and shows you how
to apply the concepts and practices of modern marketing science comprehensive and complete
written by industry respected authors this will serve as a perennial reference throughout your
career
Consumer Culture and Society 2016-07-27 looking beyond the usual colonial narrative of the
subject amanda earley encourages the reader to think reflectively and critically about
overlooked aspects of international marketing such as power relations history ethics culture and
politics



EU Consumer Rights Directive 2009-07-15 this anthology investigates the interconnections
between painting photography and the digital in contemporary art practices it brings together
15 contributors including internationally acclaimed artists matt saunders clare strand elias
wessel and dan hays to write about a diverse range of art making involving medium cross over
topics discussed here include reflections on the painted on photograph reordering photographs
into paintings digital collage printing digital landscapes onto recycled electronic media viewer
immersion in painted virtual reality vr worlds photography created from paint and the truth of
the mediums underpinned by significant theoretical concepts the volume provides unique
insights into explorations of the mediums interconnectivity which questions the position of the
traditional genres as such this book is essential reading for practitioners theorists and students
researching the nature of painting photography and digital art practices today
ヒトが持つ８つの本能に刺さる 進化論マーケティング 2022-08-04 the case for rational optimism tackles a host of
challenging subjects in an engaging accessible down to earth style it is intellectually serious
ceaselessly intriguing and devoid of banalities while other books in this genre tend to be
oriented toward self help this volume brings evolutionary biology neuroscience psychology
sociology economics and a keen sense of history to the topic robinson begins with three goals
making the case for feeling good about oneself about humanity in general and about the global
situation he addresses such seemingly disparate subjects as selfi shness versus altruism mind
and free will human nature and issues relating to economics technology the environment and
more unifying these ideas into a coherent philosophical whole are central concepts evolution has
endowed our species with more good qualities than bad and why those qualities and our use of
reason are the foundations of civilization and how and consistent with our nature we make a
better world by valuing human life therefore enabling others to fl ourish in ways they freely
choose the case for rational optimism argues that the highly challenging conditions confronting
early man created a darwinian selective pressure for cooperation even altruism among
members of a tribe th e author fi nds evidence for this in the way our brains work and in
observable human behavior he argues against existential despair over the human condition
even though there probably is no grand celestial design investing life with meaning he considers
this liberating giving every person the freedom to craft their own meaning to robinson whether
sentient beings experience suff ering or joy is the only thing that matters without emotive highs
and lows the universe would hardly matter
Authenticity in Culture, Self, and Society 2009 this book explores kneehigh theatre company s
notions of brand kneehigh discussing how their theatrical style enjoyed local and global appeal
in relation to theories of globalisation localisation and cultural exchange it defines kneehigh s
theatrical brand indicating cornish cultural identity as a core component in conjunction with
international influences by looking at the history of this company the book s analysis of key
productions reflects on qualities attributed to brand kneehigh and considers the local and global
nature of their work the selection and review of productions examined here reveals the changes
and reinventions kneehigh have undergone to incorporate shifting interests and socioeconomic
engagements this book explores kneehigh s ambitions to establish themselves as a company
delivering material that is popular in appeal meeting the needs of a cornish local community and
an international global audience however tensions working between local and global interests
are also exposed with an investigation into kneehigh s own cited solution their self created
performance space the asylum



1999 Proceedings of the Third National Stakeholder Symposium 2000 in this
groundbreaking book author david forbes explains human motivation and provides ways that
marketers can effectively reach the consumer the book uses decades of psychology research
and the author s own tool the forbes matrix that identifies organizes and explains the nine core
motivations
Public Participation in Agency Proceedings 1977 build it and they will come but what if they don
t find your market is a book that helps technology entrepreneurs and innovators find the right
market for their innovations it shows them exactly how to 1 evaluate if their product is aimed at
the right market or customers 2 identify promising market opportunities derived from the unique
strengths of their technology 3 lock in on their best market opportunity confirm its potential and
mold the product positioning to get the growth engines going deciding which customers to
target should never be an afterthought yet 73 of startups get the wrong market first you don t
need to get the market wrong you don t need to spin your wheels and you don t need to build a
product hoping customers will come get on the right track with find your market a short practical
guide designed to help you find the best market for your innovation
Marketing 2015-05-20 the global consumer product market is exploding in 2006 alone 150 000
new products were brought to market now for the bad news of those fewer than 5 were hits and
fewer than 15 will even exist five years from now written for small business owners and
entrepreneurs looking for an inside track on new product development new product
development for dummies offers you a unique opportunity to learn from two consummate
insiders the secrets of successfully developing marketing and making a bundle from a new
product or service you learn proven techniques for sizing up market potential and divining
customer needs you get tested in the trenches strategies for launching a new product or service
and you get a frank in depth appraisal of the most challenging issues facing new product
developers today including the need to collaborate with global partners optimizing technology
development for a 21st century marketplace getting start up capital in an increasingly
competitive environment and much more key topics covered include developing a winning npd
strategy generating bold new ideas for products and services understanding what your
customers really want keeping projects on track on budget and on time building effective cross
functional teams planning and executing a blockbuster launch collaborating with global partners
maximizing your chances for success no matter what size or type of business you re in this book
provides you with an unbeatable competitive advantage in the booming global marketplace for
new products and services
A Very Short, Fairly Interesting, Reasonably Cheap Book About... International
Marketing 2019-07-08 whether you are an aspiring advertising creative designer account
manager pr publicity consultant or marketing manager advertising is an engaging source of
inspiration for those dark idea less days and a motivator when those job interviews or
placements seem in short supply
Painting, Photography, and the Digital 2022-10-07 the european competition law annual
2004 is ninth in a series of volumes following the annual workshops on eu competition law and
policy held at the robert schuman centre of the european university institute in florence the
volume reproduces the materials of the roundtable debate that took place at the ninth edition of
the workshop 11 12 june 2004 which examined the relationship between competition law and
the regulation of liberal professions the liberal professions and the rules governing their



functioning have become of interest for ec competition law enforcement since the early nineties
making the object of a series of commission decisions and judgments of the european courts the
subject has gained in importance in the perspective of the recent decentralisation of ec antitrust
enforcement the regulation of liberal professions is also a matter of increasing concern from the
perspective of freedom of services in the internal market the workshop participants a group of
senior representatives of the commission and the national competition authorities of some
member states reknown international academics and legal practitioners discussed the economic
legal and political institutional issues that arise in the relationship between competition law and
the regulation of liberal professions
The Case for Rational Optimism 2017-07-28 boost profits margins and customer loyalty with
more effective crm strategy managing customer experience and relationships third edition
positions the customer as central to long term strategy and provides essential guidance toward
optimizing that relationship for the long haul by gaining a deep understanding of this critical
dynamic you ll become better able to build and manage the customer base that drives revenue
and generates higher margins a practical framework for implementing the idic model merges
theory case studies and strategic analysis to provide a ready blueprint for execution and in
depth discussion of communication metrics analytics and more allows you to optimize the
relationship on both sides of the table this new third edition includes updated examples case
studies and references alongside insightful contributions from global industry leaders to give you
a well rounded broadly applicable knowledge base and a more effective crm strategy ancillary
materials include a sample syllabus powerpoints chapter questions and a test bank facilitating
use in any classroom or training session the increased reliance on customer relationship
management has revealed a strong need for knowledgeable practitioners who can deploy
effective initiatives this book provides a robust foundation in crm principles and practices to help
any business achieve higher customer satisfaction understand the fundamental principles of the
customer relationship implement the idic model to improve crm roi identify essential metrics for
crm evaluation and optimization increase customer loyalty to drive profits and boost margins
sustainable success comes from the customer if your company is to meet performance and
profitability goals effective customer relationship management is the biggest weapon in your
arsenal but it must be used appropriately managing customer experience and relationships third
edition provides the information practical framework and expert insight you need to implement
winning crm strategy
The Global and Local Appeal of Kneehigh Theatre Company 2022-07-25 research and
development represents a vast spread of topics and can be an arena for controversy in
academia such controversy may stem from conflicting interpretations of data and subsequent
conclusions the question of who was first to discover a particular finding and whether or not the
said finding is of any value to the scientific community r d in corporate environments is mostly
defined and driven by costs and clearly identified consumer focused targets there is however
common ground between these two approaches as both strive to maximize knowledge though
for different reasons and in differnt ways the equipment and scientific rigor may be similar or
identical however their usage approach and interpretation are different this book discusses the
history and background of today s food industry r d as seen by consumers academia and the
industry itself with several chapters dedicated to new and disruptive approaches a must read for
all professionals in the packaged goods industry as well as students who aspire to contribute to



this new industry forcefully driven by r d
The Science of Why 2015-07-13
Find Your Market 2021-08-23
Recent Developments in Privacy Protections for Consumers 2000
New Product Development For Dummies 2011-02-14
Advertising 2009-11-27
European Competition Law Annual 2004 2006-06-02
Managing Customer Experience and Relationships 2016-11-14
Food Industry R&D 2016-11-14
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